dedicated to... come on man,
this is a joke book. ‘dedicated...’ bah.
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some people don't
think my jokes are funny.
SOME PEOPLE DON'T THINK!
MY JOKES ARE FUNNY!
(•) the begging of my joke book -:- don't you mean
'beginning'? -:- no, you obviously haven't read these jokes
yet. -:- duh, it’s the beginning. -:- oh, i mean, i was
making a self-deprecating joke. whatever. (•) in the
beginning there was darkness and i was like, 'hey god. it's
dark in here, do you still have a migraine?' and god was
like, 'yeah, but it's not as bad now. should i let there be
light now?' and i was like, 'no, chill out. you're not feeling
great, let's just hang out here and listen to a podcast.' and
god was like, 'thanks buddy.' (•) i bet you some particle
physicist reread the book of genesis just to make sure there
weren't any clues about the big bang in it. (•) how come
there are opening credits for bad movies? wouldn’t you
wanna obscure your involvement in the making of a movie
like ‘good cop, bad dog 3: barking orders’? (•) hey, isn’t
it a bit annoying when at groundbreaking ceremonies
CEOs symbolically shovel some dirt? like, ‘hey, instead of
working, i’m symbolically working!’ i bet you pharaoh
khufu didn't symbolically push a stone or whatever before
he had everyone build his pyramid. (•) the first
groundbreaking ceremony would have been a
groundbreaking groundbreaking ceremony. heh heh. (•)
speaking of khufu, the only full portrait we have of him is a
three inch tall figurine. which means, if you think the
pyramids are big now… just imagine how big they were
compared to all those three inch tall egyptians that built
‘em! (•) i don't care how big a pyramid is, until it becomes
delicious, i'll stick with this samosa. (•) why are the
pyramids in egypt? because they're too heavy to move.
wha ha ha! (•) people debate if the pyramids were built
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by slaves. i don't know, why would slaves want to build a
big ol' tomb for a pharaoh they didn't even like? (•) there's
this theory that aliens built the pyramids. so… i guess along
with intergalactic space travel the aliens also had the
ability to stack stone blocks up really high. (•) the most
famous pyramid, the pyramid of giza, was made by a
pharaoh who was despised by the people (khufu again)
which makes sense considering that most of the tall
buildings we have now are named after banks or rich
assholes. (•) i almost got sucked up into a pyramid scheme
but, to be honest, it just seemed like too much work. (•)
the pyramids look like they were designed by someone
who was afraid of buildings falling over. (•) what sucks
about sand castles isn't that they're made of sand but that
they're filled with it. wha ha ha! (•) after a building is built
shouldn't it be called a 'built', not a 'building'? right? (or
call it whatever you want - you built it.) (•) skyscrapers are
funny because they're nice to look at, nice to look from,
and nice to get in the way of what you're trying to look at.
(•) people who live in glass houses shouldn't have to put
up with people in normal houses telling them what to do in
their glass houses... maybe i just like breaking glass and
shit! (•) just because there's dust everywhere doesn't mean
all lumber mills are spooky and abandoned. (•) a city
inspector checked out a halloween supplies store and was
like, 'cobwebs? bugs? slime?!? these are all violations. as
punishment you can only be open for one month a
year!' (•) me and my spider buddy walked into this
building that was covered in cobwebs and i was like,
'where is everyone?' and my spider buddy was like, 'hi
everyone!' (•) two friends were climbing this big ol'
building and one was like, 'ahhhh' and the other was like,
'don't worry, we won't fall.' 'that's not the problem. i'm
afraid of bugs and all those people down there are
creeping me out!' (•) the outside of a building is defined
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by where material is; yet the inside of a building is defined
by where material is not. (•) home improvement stores
look like they were on their way to building a hotel or
something and gave up half-way and were like, 'bah, this
sucks. let's just sell the rest of these materials and call it a
day.' (•) if you mix red food coloring into concrete will it
make the building red? maybe. edible? no. (•) i made
some bread with some bread flour and a building with
some all-purpose flour. (•) i thought i was carb-loading but
turns out i was just carb bloating. (•) i cut my bread intake
down to two slices a day. the trick is, i cut the loaf
horizontally. (•) roti is second to naan. (•) instead of
having cookies and ice cream for dinner, i have a bite of
left-over rice or something and call it 'dinner' so i can move
onto having my 'dessert' of cookies and ice cream. (•) a
guy ordered a grilled cheese and was like, 'hey, what's all
the bread for? BOOOOOooooo000000oooOOOoo!' (•)
i've been told you call cheese that isn't yours nacho cheese
so… is, like, all nacho cheese theft? and do you call cheese
that is yours is-my-cheese? (•) i once heard something like,
'man has never invented something he didn't use' but...
what about that bread machine in my kitchen? (•) i got
some multigrain bread and was like, 'multigrain? you're a
professional bakery and you can't even count how many
grains are in it?' (•) the entire cracker industry is based off
the fact that cheese isn't crunchy. (•) i like potable chips, i
also like to potato chips. (•) a jalapeño potato chip says
to a potato, 'hey dipshit, people enjoy the feeling of pain
more than the taste of you!.' (•) i like chips because if i eat
a shit load i can just say i had a tortilla. (•) smiling is the
shape your mouth makes right before you eat something.
(•) beautiful is the word for something wonderful that you
can't eat. (•) culture is the unique foods we make and the
unique prejudices we have. (•) some foods are so clearly
recreational that i get confused when i can't find any
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episodes of them online. (•) if there was a court for shitty
food i think i'd call it ' the food court.' (•) every restaurant
has a framed article hung up that reads something like,
'local newspaper gets around to finally reviewing us.' (•)
on a scale of 1 to 10, what's your favorite food? -:whaaaat? that doesn't make sense, but i'll say ten because
i bet it's pretty tasty. (•) i'm going to lunch. i'll be back in
an hour and a half. -:- a half of what? -:- half of a
pleasant experience. work lunch breaks suck. (•) i just
don't see the point of putting all the preservatives in them if
we're just gonna eat them immediately. (•) if the water in
your water bottle tastes like water bottle then that's the
water bottle's fault. but if your water bottle tastes like water
bottle, STOP EATING YOUR WATER BOTTLE! wha ha ha
ha heh heh... (•) my oven and my dishwasher must be
broken. the dishwasher keeps melting my dishes and my
oven keeps getting my food all wet and soapy. (•) fast
food wouldn't be that fast if it included all the time it was
sitting in a freezer. (•) a teenager in this nice-ass car with
a pizza delivery sign on top of it drove past me and my
friend. my friend was like, 'that must be the kid's parents'
car.' and i was like, 'wow… his parents must be really
good at delivering pizzas.' (•) frozen pizza is good, but
even better if you cook it. (•) there's no better peace of
mind than, pizza-mine! (•) outside this pizza place, i
called and placed an order for delivery. when it was
ready, i went in and asked if i could ride home with the
pizza. 'no way, we're not a taxi!'. the pizza driver left and
then came back about thirty minutes later. she was pissed
off. 'what happened?' i asked, 'the asshole wasn't home!'
wha ha ha ha, sucker!! (•) a mathematician bought a
square root of nine cheese pizza. (•) i hate the pizza
cutter. before it, you could eat a whole pizza without
shame. like, hey not my fault man! (•) this waffle is awful!
-:- umm… that's a falafel. -:- oh… (•) i left my pasta in
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too long so i tossed in some raisins to soak up the water
from the bloated pasta. it worked, which is cool but,
unfortunately, grape spaghetti just isn't that great. (•)
alphabet soup, hmm odd educational aid. if you wanted
kids to learn the alphabet why not give them alphabetanything-more-delicious-than-soup? (•) to me, soup-of-theday sounds like soup-not-good-enough-for-longer-than-anafternoon. (•) a steak burrito is good for people who like
burritos, but not surprises. (•) burritos are great for people
who can't decide on eating rice or bread for lunch. (•)
what would you like to order? -:- umm… a philly cheese
steak. -:- ok, i'll be back in two days. (•) i bought this
waffle maker but turns out i still have to make the batter
and operate it so... arrrg, don't they know i bought this
thing because i'm too lazy to make waffles? (•) i filled a
window up with pancakes, wall full! (duh… that one kinda
hurt.) (•) i scream, "i scream 'i scream, you scream, we all
scream for ice cream.'" (•) 'i indirectly suggest, you
indirectly suggest, we all indirectly suggest that we get
some ice cream.' sigh, it's wordy being an introvert. (•) i
scream, you scream, and since there's only two of us here
in this room together that means we all scream for ice
cream. (•) i scream, you scream, we all scream for a
variety of things because a difference in preference not
only shows the the beauty of the diversity of humankind but
also allows for us to fight less over resources. for example,
did you know that male and female giraffes have different
eating habits which aids in the stability of their
relationship? (•) you can pour syrup, which is pure sugar,
all over pancakes, which is just flour. but i can't have cake,
which is flour, covered in frosting, which is sugar, for
breakfast?! (•) you can't have your cake and eat it too, but
you can have your cake and eat his too. (•) you can't
have your cake and DEET it too... well you could... if you
want DEET on your cake. (•) you catch more flies with
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honey… and they taste better. (•) i added some
strawberries to strawberry ice cream and the ice cream
climbed out and was like, 'ok, i can take a hint.' (•)
'chewing gum. bah, screw you. i know what you're
supposed to do with it!' (•) also, bubble gum flavored
anything doesn't seem to understand what people like
about gum. (•) i was chewing some gum and it asked me a
favor. 'ok.' i said, and put it on some railroad tracks. the
train came and smashed it a bunch and afterward the gum
was like, 'no offense but man... that train is so much better
at smushing me than you are. feels good! yeah!' (•) my
friend and i were walking on some train tracks chatting
about government. then, all of the sudden,a train came
barreling down the tracks. i jumped off the tracks, 'look
out! you gotta get out of the way!' and he was like, 'it's ok.
it's my opinion that this train shouldn't hit me.' (•) i confuse
metaphors all the time, but i'm thirty-two now and that train
has set sail. (•) a train went off the rail... then it went off
the other rail... and by then at that point it had gone off
the rails. (•) after a train derails do you think the tracks
are like, 'wait... what happened to the train?' (•) i had a
conversation with a drunk train engineer. it was alright; we
talked about the same stuff but he just didn't know when to
stop. (•) if you have chronic hemorrhoids, do you just
stand next to the disabled seats on the train? (•) my
friends went skydiving but one didn't jump out of the
plane. 'man... you wimped out.' i said to the wimp. 'no he
didn't.' the other friend said, 'he's afraid of flying!' (•) i'd
like to be a helicopter pilot but i still don't know how many
pulls it takes to turn off the overhead fan in my living room
and… i assume helicopters are even more complicated. (•)
an airport with no airplanes is an airport with slightly more
air in it than before. (•) does a pilot's seat face forward
so they don't get sick while flying? (•) i saw this balloon
beautifully receding into the horizon... or maybe it was just
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slowly deflating. (•) a boat is something designed to have
the least amount of friction possible with water, propelled
by something designed to have a lot of friction with water.
(•) my buddy had a canoe and one day during a flood he
was like, 'shit… i actually have to use my canoe.' (•) hey!
has anyone actually done some tests to see just how
detrimental the rocking of boats is? (•) i saw this guy put
his bike on the front of the bus and was like, 'ahh… so you
can forget how to ride a bike' (•) this guy in a wheelchair
on the bus stood up a little bit to grab the 'request stop'
cord. i said to him, 'so, you don't really need that
wheelchair.' at the next stop we both got off and he said to
me, 'so you don't really need that bus.' (•) why do busses
always stop at train tracks? because trains don't stop at
train tracks. why don't cars stop on train tracks? because if
they do, the train will run them over. (•) it's annoying
when the bus is early or late but... i mean, if particle
physicists haven't figured out space and time yet then
maybe i'm asking a lot from my bus drivers. (•) i got hit by
a bus but it was ok because when i flew through the
window of the bus i was then in the bus and, it being a
bus, was going too slow to get hurt whhaaa ha ha ha!!!
(•) plate tectonics is a very slow way of transportation…
but at least it's faster than the bus. whaaa ha ha, got you
again! (•) i got on the bus but the bus didn't move. 'what's
up?' i asked. the bus driver said, 'this is the bus stop.' so i
went to the next platform but the bus just rolled past. i
looked up and saw it was the 'bus going.' so i asked the
first bus driver, 'where's the 'bus start' '? and he said, 'right
here.' and then drove away cackling. (•) where are you?
-:- the bus top. -:- shit, i was just at the bus stop but now
i'm on the bus. -:- me too, i'm on the bus top! (•) the
better you get at catching the bus the closer you get to
missing it. ahhhhhh!!!! (•) i was relaxing at home and my
bus driver friend called and said, 'get your feet off the
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seats!' (•) i went out to eat with my bus driver friend. he
had shown up early and was well into his meal. he said,
'sorry… i'll be eating again in twenty minutes though if you
want to wait.' (•) the bus was late and when it showed up i
was like, 'screw you! i'm late for work.' the bus driver said,
'me too!' (•) i saw this lady sleeping on the bus and didn't
have the guts to wake her up. -:- well, you shouldn't do
that anyway. -:- yeah but, she was the bus driver. (•) i
overheard someone on the bus say to their friend, 'i
haven't seen gary all day.' and i was like, 'chill out. i
haven't seen him my whole life and i'm doing fine!' and he
was like, 'are you really doing fine?' and i was like,
'whoa... good point. where's gary?' (•) i had some fruit
next to me on the bus. a doctor came on and was like, 'can
you squeeze and rotate that kiwi?' i did. 'good. your arm's
not broken.' then the doc asked, 'can you move those
groceries.' i moved the groceries. 'good, you're not an
asshole.' and then sat down next to me. (•) if you peel a
kiwi and it's gray inside... you may be color blind. wha ha
ha, sucker!!! (•) spontaneity isn't that great. just imagine
how pissed you'd be if you peeled open a banana and a
potato was inside. (•) i feel bad because coconuts really
put in a lot of work to keep us from eating them. but like,
sorry, you're delicious. (•) i hate it when people tell me
that 'you know, the skin of an orange is actually where the
most vitamins are.' that's it - no punch line. it just bugs me.
(•) i like to toss my banana peels in the recycling because
i've always wanted to peel open a can of cola. (•) most
people can tell the difference between a lemon and a
lime... but not with their eyes closed. (•) lemons are a nice
fruit; that is, if you want a fruit that tastes like the exact
opposite of a fruit but still is a fruit. (•) limes are like if
someone made a lemon and tested it and was like, 'this is
awful!' and their friend was like, 'hmmm… maybe change
the color?' (•) i want nasa to bring a bunch of starfruit and
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starfish on the mission to mars so that when we meet the
martians it looks like all we eat is weird intergalactic space
food. (•) fruits are like, 'go ahead, eat me. transport my
seeds, thank you!' whereas vegetables are like, 'what are
you doing??!! ahhh!! you're eating me!!! (•) mistakes are
like buying celery; you're going to do it again. (•)
linguistically speaking, pineapples should taste more like
pine, but i'm glad they don't. (•) most days, a pineapple
soaked in sugar and butter is an indulgent treat... but in an
upside down pineapple cake it's the healthy bullshit fruit
you pick around to get to the good part of the cake. (•) if
there was a kind of banana that stayed green, like, always
a couple days away from ripe, i'd buy it because it's nice
to plan ahead. (•) i like black cherries but i'm sick of
having to turn the lights off to eat them. (•) you say
potato, i say tomato, and that lady over there says, 'you're
both wrong. it's a squash.' (•) garbanzo beans look pretty
funny, but they're beans and looking cool isn't their job so
give them a break! (•) i bought some of that minced garlic
because i always wanted to try cooking with way too much
garlic. (•) hey milk and egg people, you're not impressing
anyone with 'grade a' written on it. what i care about is if
they are less than grade a. (•) i'm from minnesota so i say
'melk' instead of 'milk'. people make fun of me but... just
because you misspell melk 'milk' doesn't mean you have to
pronounce it that way. (•) what would you like to drink?
-:- i'd like something positively buoyant in alignment with
the archimedes principle. -:- sure, whatever floats your
boat. (GET IT!!!!!) (•) root beer floats-- -:- no it doesn't!
the ice cream floats in a root beer float! ahh! (•) fireworks
sounds like some caveperson arguing with a dubious
cavedude and then just like, burns the idiot and is like, 'i
told you, fire works.' (•) i love that the cavepeople that did
the lascaux cave paintings were still super french with their
cave art. like, 'bon jour, little expressionistic-ass horse. bon
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jour, gauguin-ass rhino. oui oui.' (•) french vanilla? what?
am i going to pretend that all of a sudden i care about
where my vanilla comes from? bah. bullshit francophilia.
(•) some people are like vanilla extract. you don't need a
lot of them and they always have alcohol in them. (•) i like
pepper grinders because i like pretending that i can tell if
peppercorn is fresh or not. (•) allspice is just one spice and
not all spices... which is good, because if it was all the
spices we'd just have one spice... and that spice would be
allspice, the spice that you don't really remember what it
tastes like. (•) the term cutlery seems to mostly just
represent the knives. (•) pot - ladle - bowl - spoon... do
you think food is like, 'come on already and eat me!' (•) i
went to the knife sharpener. unfortunately they were
closed. fortunately, the food softener next door was still
open. (•) why does 'knife' start with a 'k'? because if it
started with a non-letter that wouldn't even be a word. wha
ha ha! (•) i asked my dad to define a spoon, he said, 'that
thing that's not as good as a fork.' (•) the oedipus complex
is when you want to kill your dad and have sex with your
mom. i don't know why it's not just when you want to have
sex with your mom because who doesn't want to kill their
dad? (•) my father and my father's father and his father's
father never learned the word 'grandpa'. (•) my friend got
an award for being the smartest person on earth, and then
his dad began talking about how impressive astronauts
are. (•) one father's day, the mail carrier stopped by to
deliver some mail. 'it's sunday. isn't it your day off?' and
the mail carrier was like, 'come on! at brunch my dad calls
me lazy for not working and now you're telling me i'm
crazy for working!!' (•) some sad dude was like, 'man. i'm
so bummed i never knew your father.' and their buddy
said, 'no, you're supposed to have known your own father.'
'oh... well my old man was great. hey, i've had a great
life!' (•) my dad yelled at me to mow the lawn and then
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calmly asked if i would attend to the zen garden. (•) dad,
every time you tell that story about the fish that got away it
gets bigger. -:- well, i assume it kept growing.
(boooooo!!!!!) (•) pencils are perfect because when they
get old they disappear... hey, did you hear that? hello,
dad???? did you hear that? (•) the son of the dude who
invented morse code was like, 'fuck you dad!' and
slammed his door, bang bang pause bang bang pause
bang bang… (•) i'm scared of letting my dad down. -:inadequacy issues? -:- no… i'm his heart surgeon and he
likes to litigate. (•) my dad went to a tattoo removal place
and was disappointed when he learned they only remove
your own tattoos. (•) i hate it when i hear people say, 'tisk
tisk, that tattoo isn't gonna look good when they get
older.' because it's like... nobody has ever looked good
when they're old because they didn't get a tattoo. (•) some
drunk people get tattoos that they normally wouldn't. are
there drunk people who get tattoos removed that they
normally wouldn't? (•) i think it's a false premise, you
know, the idea that people get drunk and get tattoos. i
mean, do you realize how long it takes to get a tattoo?
what, some blacked out dude is gonna sit patiently and
calmly wait for the tattoo artist to do their job? also, where
are all these 24-hour tattoo parlors? (•) i'm gonna get a
butt at two and then get a butt tattoo at two-thirty! (•) i got
a tattoo that said 'future tour de france champ' and my
friend was like, 'you don't even own a bike, you're never
gonna win the tour de france!' and i was like, 'yeah,
neither do you. plus, you don't even have the tattoo!' (•)
that tour de force really worked up an appetite! and now,
i'd like a peanut butter avec jelly sandwich. (•) i thought i
was allergic to peanut butter but it turns out it's just really
sticky. (•) i've heard that ginger ale reminds people of
being sick... especially if you're allergic to ginger ale. (•)
i'm allergic to dogs but ever since i became a vegetarian it
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hasn't been an issue. (•) being allergic to dogs is annoying
but not as annoying to being allergic to not-dogs. (get it?
you'd be allergic to everything but dogs... which would
suck.) (•) a dog made of peanut butter would be trouble
for someone with allergies. (•) three things that sound
gross but actually are kinda delicious: pee, nut, butt…er.
(•) how do you make a dick taste better? condom mints.
(seems like an obvious joke but, i didn't find it when i
searched for it online.) (•) i bought some mustard-colored
pants so i could spill mustard all over them and guess what,
it works! the only problem is, people think i'm weird when
they see me licking my pants at the buffet. (•) i went to a
buffet and had one bite of jell-o and left just so i could see
how good fourteen-dollar jello was. (•) i went to an allyou-can-eat-buffet and ate everything there. some people
came in afterwards and were like, 'what, no food?' and i
said, 'you should have gone to an all-YOU-can-eatbuffet!' (•) shouldn't giant squid be served at all-you-caneat buffets? (•) people who love jumbo shrimp are gonna
lose their goddamn minds when they discover lobster. (•) i
identify with starfish a lot because they are basically little
hands grabbing at food trying to eat it. (•) octopi is plural
for octopus… and eight pies. but not, like, 'ate pies'...
though i have. i don't want you to think i'm some weird pievirgin. dude, i ate so many pies over summer break-- you
wouldn't know any of them though. (•) i heard a marine
biologist say 'octopuses' instead of 'octopi' so,maybe it's
octopuses now… or maybe he was just gossiping like,
'octopus says he's mad at sarah but i heard sarah is mad at
octopus for spending so much time with his old cephalopod
friends.' (•) i threw a spider in the ocean and called it a
dead octopus. (•) sink or swim... unless you're a sea
cucumber... i don't know what they do? (•) shouldn't sea
cucumbers be sea pickles by now? (•) it doesn't really
matter that fish can't breathe on land. i don't think they'd
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